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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a general analytical framework
for determining the combination of production schedule
and transportation system that will maximize the after
tax profit to investors in the petroleum reservoirs at
Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. The major decisions addressed by
the analysis are the choice of production schedule and
the choice of transportation system. The analysis can
be performed for any set of geologic, economic, legal,
and financial variables for which set information con-
cerning production schedule, transportation system, and
resultant profitability can be derived. The analysis
is completed in three steps:
1) The definition of the revenue time stream re-
lationships between a production schedule and the
supply-demand structure of the North American oil
market.
2) The definition of the cost time stream relation-
ships between a production schedule and the choice
of three primary transportation nets-Trans-United
States, Trans-Canada, and Northwest Passage.
3) The determination of the discounted net flow re-
sulting from each production schedule-transporta-
tion system combination subject to governmental
taxation and financial leverage.
These steps allow for the selection of a local maximum
discounted net cash flow resulting from a particular pro-
duction schedule and the best transportation system for that
production schedule. By iteratively simulating a time de-
pendent range of production schedules coupled with their
possible transportation systems, a set of local maxima are
determined. From this set a global maximum can be easily
identified. This global maximum corresponds to the produc-
tion schedule-transportation system that will maximize the
after tax profit to the investors. A computer program imple-
menting this model has been developed.
The value of this model lies in its generality and
its flexibility. The model is designed to accept any
values for the major system parameters such as system
element cost or reservoir characteristics or future
market prices which a representative of government or
industry might want to investigate. It is important
to realize that even though specific values for such
items as transportation vehicle cost, dry hole ratio,
and market price will be used in this report these
quantities are retained as input variables. It is
hoped that this will offer the maximum flexibility to
future users of the model. The model could easily be
adapted for use in analyzing other potential producing
areas, such as the North Sea or the Canadian archipelago.
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Introduction
This thesis presents a general analytical framework
for determining the combination of production schedule and
transportation system that will maximize the after tax
profit to investors in the petroleum reservoirs at Prudhoe
Bay, Alaska. The major decisions addressed by the analysis
are the choice of production schedule and the choice of
transportation system. The analysis can be performed for
any set of geologic, economic, legal, and financial variables
for which set information concerning production schedule,
transportation system, and resultant profitability can be
derived. The analysis is completed in three steps which
will be discussed in subsequent sections. These are:
1) The definition of the revenue time stream
relationships between a production schedule
and the supply-demand structure of the North
American oil market.
2) The definition of the cost time stream rela-
tionships between a production schedule and
the choice of three primary transportation
nets - Trans-United States, Trans-Canada,
and the Northwest Passage.
3) The determination of the discounted net
flow resulting from each production schedule-
transportation system combination subject
to governmental taxation and financial
leverage.
These steps allow for the selection of a local maximum dis-
counted net cash flow resulting from a particular production
schedule and the best transportation system for that produc-
tion schedule. By iteratively simulating a time dependent
range of production schedules coupled with their possible
transportation systems, a set of local maxima are determined.
From this set, a global maximum can be easily identified.
C
This global maximum corresponds to the production schedule-
transportation system that will maximize the after tax profit
to the investors. A computer program implementing this model
has been developed.
The value of this model lies in its generality and its
flexibility. The model is designed to accept any values
for the major system parameters such as system element
cost or reservoir characteristics or future market prices
which a representative of government' or industry might want
to investigate. Even though specific transportation vehicles
for specific geographical routes are used in this report,
the model has retained the ability to analyze different
vehicles, different diameter pipes or different size tankers,
on the same geographical route. The results of this thesis
give important information on both the macro and the micro
levels of concern. The model simulates the year by year
development of the field, giving such information as the
number of wells, the division of transport capacity between
tankers and pipelines, the capital requirements, and the
distribution of crude. All such data is displayed through
time as the patterns of demand and supply change. This
allows rapid access to the information necessary to choose
between the different production schedule-transportation
system pairs. It is important to realize that even though
specific values for such items as transportation vehicle cost,
dry hole ratio, and market price will be used in this report,
these quantities are retained as input variables. It is
hoped this will offer the maximum flexibility to future users
of the model. The model could easily be adapted for use in
analysing other potential producing areas, such as the
North Sea or the Canadian archipelago.
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1.0 Revenue Time Stream Relationships for Alaskan Crude
The revenue generated by the sale of Alaskan crude oil
on the North American crude oil market is directly related
to the supply-demand characteristics of the market. To
construct the proper model, an understanding of this structure
is necessary.
1.1 Supply Structure of the North American Oil Market
There are two distinct markets for crude oil in
international trade. These are the European-Japanese market
and the North American market. The European-Japanese market
is largely governed by free-trade economics, while the North
American market is not. Supplies for the European-Japanese
market originate from the lowest delivered price source of
the most easily refined crude oil. This has led to dependence
on the Persian Gulf suppliers. Recent discoveries in North
Africa have tended to split the market into purely Japanese
and purely European suppliers. This split will be further
accentuated by discoveries in the North Sea and in the
Indonesian Archipelago. The supply structure of the North
American market is artifically maintained by Canadian and
United States oil import restrictions. United States imports
are legally constrained to approximately 20% of the domestic
supply of crude oil. Canadian imports are restricted to
consumption in the Eastern and Maritime Provinces. This means
that the bulk of the supply in North America must originate
from domestic sources. These policies lead to an average
market price of $3.00 per barrel for average gravity, i.e.
quality, North American crude as opposed to the normal free
market prices of $1.65 in Japan and $2.10 in western Eurpoe.
The price differential between the Japanese and the European
markets is primarily due to transportation cost. Present (1970)
delivered costs on the world market are considerably above
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these figures due to a shortage of tankers. The tanker
market is extremely cyclic in nature and we can expect this
shortage to be rectified in time. The justification given
for the North American import restrictions is hemisphere
defense. This argument is the subject of considerable dis-
cussion at the present and there is at least a finite
probability that the restrictions will be relaxed in the
future. We have made no attempt to predict if or when this
will happen. Rather we have performed our analysis over
a complete range of market prices which might result from
changes in import restrictions; that is, the profitability
of Alaskan crude is examined for a range of market prices
from $1.50 to $3.00 per barrel. For the purpose of modeling,
the current market price of $3.00 is maintained until 1976,
when it decreases linearly over four years to the new market
price. This is shown in Equation 1.
Price(t) = $3.00 t<76 . . . (1)
= $3.00-(d-$3.00)(t-76)/4 76<t<80
= d t>80
where Price (t) is the market price as a function of time
t is the year of interest
d is the new market price ($1.50<d<$3.00)
As previously stated, d is studied on a range from $1.50 to
$3.00 per barrel by increments of $0.50.
The internal supply of crude for the North American
market is best described by region. These are the East
Coast, Mid-Continent, Gulf Coast, Rocky Mountain, West
Coast, Canada, and Mexico. The supply of crude oil to these
regions is based on combining each region's production
and inter-regional shipments with foreign imports. It
is the coupling of the supply functions that is of the
greatest importance. This is done by projecting
the maximum production by region, assuming
p.-_
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that existing economic conditions prevail. This assumes
that the vast majority of fields to be found and to be proven
economical at the current market prices are currently under
production. This provides a baseline production horizon for
the United States based on a market price of $3.00. The
domestic production, i.e. the supply function, is assumed to
vary linearly with respect to the baseline price of $3.00.
This means a 10% decline in price will result in a 10% decline
in supply.* This is shown in Equation 2.
Supplyi(t,Price(t)) = Supplyi(t,$3.00)x Price(t)
X $3.00
...(2)
where t is the year of interest
Price(t) is the market price trajectory, Equation 1.
Supply;(t,$3.00) is the production baseline horizon
Supply;(t,Price(t)) is the production at Price(t)
i denotes the region
*An Analytical Framework for Evaluating the Oil Import Quota
Program by the Charles River Associates, pp. 1-9.
-L
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1.2 Demand Structure of the North American Crude Oil Market
The demand for crude is assumed to be perfectly
inelastic. Projections of demand are made for each of the
domestic regions described in the previous section,. The
demand and supply of crude for each region must balance.
This necessitates interregional transfers of crude to deficit
regions. The Rocky Mountain and the Gulf Coast states are
the primary surplus regions in the United States. This has
led to pipeline nets into the Mid-Continent and East Coast
States. Canadian crude enters the Mid-Continent states while
Mexican crude enters the Gulf Coast states. The refined
products are then distributed according to demand. This
allows the construction of regional deficits of crude shown
in Equation 3.
Demand DeficitL (t) = Demandi(t)-Supply (t,Price(t)) ...(3)
-Imports(t,Price(t))
The Demand Deficit for each region must balance to zero due
to interregional transfers. If after transfers there is still
a total demand deficit, two things may happen. The domestic
price is raised to encourage more production, or more
imported oil is allowed to enter the market. In short,
equilibrium is the product of supply and demand. A large influx
of oil from any source obviously disrupts the equilibrium.
Such was the case of the non-North American crude. Such is
the case of Alaskan crude.
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1.3 The Effect of Alaskan Crude on the North American Market
Alaskan production represents a dislocation of the
normal supply-demand structure. This is reflected in a
change of the market price on the North American market.
This change is calculated in Equations 4 and 5.
Change(t) = EDemandi (t)-Alaska(t) ... (4)
ZSupply i (t,Price(t))
where Change(t) is the % decrease in supply
Demand;(t) is the regional demand
Alaska(t) is the Alaskan production
Supply;(t,Price(t)) is the supply domestic
This equation assumes that the Alaskan production is always
competitive with lower 48 oil. We shall see that this appears
to be the case.
Dol(t) = Change(t)*Price(t) ... (5)
where Dol(t) is the resulting equilibrium price for lower
48 crude
Price(t) is the market trajectory
This relation is based on our assumption of a linear lower 48
supply curve.
There are two possible market behaviors. If Dol(t) is
greater than Price(t), then non-North American crude enters
the market and drives the price down to Price(t). If
Price(t) is greater than Dol(t), then only North American crude
holds the market. This behavior is consistent with our
assumption that, due to legal restrictions, foreign oil can
only enter the market in such a way as to leave the market
at Price(t).
* This is consistent with legal restrictions on foreign oil
entering the market at less than Price (t).
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Figure 1
This describes the impact of Alaskan crude, under the assump-
tion that short run Alaskan production is not a function of
price. However, since Alaska(t) is a production schedule
which can be planned, the market equilibrium is controllable.
The decision is how much and how soon Alaskan crude should
enter the market.
15.
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1.4 The Revenue Time Stream Production Schedule Coupling
Alaska(t) is the remaining factor to be quantified.
This is the production schedule for the field. The schedule
is depicted in Figure 2.
Figure 2
or
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End of Pressure Maintenance
Field Reaches Maximum Production
Field Enters Production
Production Schedule
This is a general curve which is a function of the following
variables:reservoir size, initial production rate, develop-
ment rate, and pressure maintainability. By assuming a
family of such curves, a range of production schedules are
simulated. This is quantified by realising that the integral
of the curve is the recoverable size of the reservoir. This
allows a prediction of the maximum withdrawal rate, Pm'
shown in Equation 7.
--
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P = R-0.5Po(ti-to)
m t2-0.5(t+to )(DRt -t2-1)/log DR. . . . (7)
where R is the reservoir size (a variable specified by
the investigator)
DR is the decline rate (a variable specified by
the investigator)
t is the year of initial production (a variable
o
specified by the investigator)
tl is the year of maximum production (model searches
for optimal tl )
t2 is the year of production decline (model searches
for optimal t2 )
P is the initial production rate (a variable specified
by the investigator)
Thus, for each combination of (R, DR, to , and Po ) specified
by the investigator, the model determines the optimal
(ti ,t2 ) and the resulting profitability. For example, in
our later sample cases, we examine R's of 20 and 30 billion
barrels, a decline rate of 9% per year and t and Po (largely
determined by Alaskan regulations and decisions already
made) of 1973 and 500,000 barrels per day.
The complete description of Alaska(t) through time
is shown in Equations 8a through 8d and graphically depicted
in Figure 1.
Alaska(t) = Po t=t (8a)
= Pm (t-t 0 )+Po (t-t) t <t t (8b)
t-to
= P ,tl<ts t2 (8c)
, t 2 <t• t 3 (8d)=P DRm
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It is important to understand the motivation behind this for-
mulation of the production schedule. The production
schedule is controllable by the operator of the field. This
controllability is quantifiable. Therefore, we can use it
to govern the revenue earning ability of the project. This
is shown in Equation 9.
Revenue(t) = Alaska(t)*Price(t) ... (9)
where Price(t) is the market trajectory
Similarly, by coupling Alaska(t) with the Demand Deficit(t),
the internal distribution of crude is specified. This will
determine the supply distribution pattern for Alaskan crude.
This is shown in Equation 10.
Alaskan Supplyi(t) = Demand Deficiti(t,Dol(t)) ...(10)
where Demand Deficiti(t) is the regional deficit after
internal transfers and import allocations at
the market price for lower 48 oil.
i is for the regions
Actually, the model supplies these regional deficits
sequentially. Alaskan crude is preferentially assigned to
the West Coast, Mid-Continent, and then the East. If
there is insufficient Alaskan oil, imports enter the East
Coast first. If there is surplus Alaskan crude, it is marketed
in Japan at the price of $1.50 per barrel. This completely
describes the revenue time stream and the distribution net as
a function of the production schedule.
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2.0 The Cost Time Stream Relationships for Alaskan Crude
The cost stream is strongly dependent on the choice
of production schedule. The transportation capacity, the
demand distribution, and the drilling schedule are all
determined by the production. The cost stream may be
broken down into sunk costs, production costs, and trans-
portation costs.
2.1 Sunk Costs for Alaskan Crude
These costs are attributable to past expenditures
made in defining the Prudhoe Bay reservoirs. Future deci-
sions should be made independently from previous expenditures,
i.e. sunk costs, since these costs cannot be changed by
future decisions. They will, however, enter into our deter-
mination of the overall profitability of all investment in
Prudhoe Bay crude. The exploratory paths that led to the
Arctic are impossible to quantify. To circumvent this
problem, field development is analyzed since 1967. There
were thirty three exploratory wells drilled between 1967
and 1969. The average cost of the wells was $3,000,000.
In addition, the companies competatively bid $14,000,000 for
the petroleum rights to the state lands at Prudhoe Bay.
After the discovery of the field, a second round of com-
petative bidding brought $900,000,000 for the rights to
further acreage. To determine the profitability of the
total investment in Prudhoe Bay crude, these costs are
included in the cost stream history. These costs are the
same for all production schedule-transportation systems
and do not affect the decisions. In addition, an annual
lease fee of $1 per acre is paid to the state of Alaska.
This gives the sunk costs for the project as shown in
Equation 11.
Sunk Costs(t) = LFC+LBC(t)+WCC(t) . . . (11)
20.
where LFC is the annual lease fee
LBC(t) is the history of bonus bids
WCC(t) are the wildcat exploratory costs
These costs effectively add only a constant to all of the
possible development strategies. Future lease fee payments
are potentially variable. However, due to the profitability
of the holdings, this flexibility will rarely be exercised.
~
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2.2 Production Cost for Alaskan Crude
The cost of drilling, gathering, and maintaining the
reservoirs at Prudhoe are independent of the transportation
system choice. These are all functions of the production
schedule. To determine the number of wells drilled in a year,
Equation 12a is used for wells drilled prior to initial market
distribution, to, and Equation 12b is used until development
drilling is completed, ti.
Wells(t) = P,-Pwc 
, t<to ...(12a)
BPD*DSR(t-70)
where Po is the initial production desired
Pwc is the production available from exploratory wells
BPD is the initial barrel per day per well output
(specified by the investigator)
DSR is the percentage of successful wells
(specified by the investigator)
Wells(t) = Alaska(t)-Alaska(t-l) , to<t<tl ...(12b)
BPD*DSR
= 0 , t>t1
where the numerator is the yearly change in production
tiis shown in Figure 2.
From this information, total costs for development drilling
are calculated assuming costs for successful and unsuccessful
wells. Initial per well production was found to be relatively
unimportant, though it is retained as an input variable in
the model. The cost stream is calculated in Equation 13a.
Well Cost(t) = Wells(t)[DFC+DSR(DSC-DFC)]
A.
... (13a)
22.
where DFC is the dry hole cost (specified by user)
DSC is the completed well cost (specified by user)
The next set of "costs" is calculated under federal corporate
tax law. These describe the write off costs used in
determining taxable income. This is shown in Equation 13b.
Well Tax Cost(t) = Wells(t)[DSR DSC(WL-%WL-%)+(1-DSR)DFC]
WL 
...(13b)
where WL is the period over which completed wells are
expensed
% is the percentage of expenditures for completed
wells that may be immediately written off.
The depreciation is taken on a straight line method. All dry
hole expenditures are taken in the year incurred. It is
important to remember that Equation 13a is the real cost
stream as it represents actual outlays of captial.
The yearly maintenance of the field and its gathering
net is assessed at $0.12 per daily barrel of output.
This compares with $0.06 per barrel in North Africa. These
expenses are assumed to include pressure maintenance and
reworking associated with the primary recovery of the field.
For tax purposes, they are written off in the year incurred.
Maintenance(t) = PBC*Alaska(t) ... (14)
where PBC is the per barrel cost, $0.12
Alaska(t) is the production schedule
The maintenance and well costs allow the complete
specification of the production costs with the exception of
the severance and royalty payments to the state of Alaska.
These are respectively 7% and 12.5% of the gross revenue
generated by the sale of Alaskan crude. Gross revenue has
23.
been specified by Equation 9. For federal tax purposes,
these taxes are expensed in the year incurred. This gives
the production cost functions in 15a and 15b.
Production Cost(t) = Well Cost(t)+Maintenance(t) ...15a-
+LFC+Severance Tax(t)+Royalty(t)
Production Tax Cost(t) = Well Tax Cost(t)+Maintenance(t)
+LFC+Severance Tax(t)
+Royalty(t) ... 15b
where LFC is the annual lease rental
The values assumed for the various parameters used as
input variables for our sample situations are shown in Table 1.
Again, these are retained in complete generality by the
computer model.
Nomen-
clatureType Year Value
Lease Bonus Bid
Lease Rental
Exploratory Costs
Exploratory Success Ration
Development Success Ratio
Per Well Production Initial
Development Completion Cost
Per Barrel Operating Cost
Depreciation Period
Intangible Percentage
Development Dry Hole Cost
Input Variables
LBC (t)
LFC
WCC(t)
'68
'70
'68
'69
WSR
DSR
BPD
DSC
PBC
WL
DFC
for Production Cost
$14,000,000
$900,000,000
$450,000
$44,500,000
$44,500,000
25%
75%
10,000 Barrels
per day
$1,500,000
$0.12
6 years
70%
$1,000,000
5
Used in Sample Investigations
Table 1
These variables completely specify production and sunk costs.
Tvne
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2.3 Transportation Cost for Alaskan Crude
The determination of the transportation costs is directly
related to the production schedule, Alaska(t). The produc-
tion schedule coupled with the domestic demand-supply
functions create a source-sink distribution for Alaskan crude
as was quantified in Equation 10 of Section 1.4. The
primary sinks, i.e. the refinery locations, are Seattle for
the West Coast, Chicago for the Mid-Continent, and Philadel-
phia for the East Coast. Though many transportation schemes
for Arctic crude have been proposed, this report analyzes the
three prime contenders. These are the Trans-Canadian and the
Trans-United States trunk pipeline systems and the Northwest
Passage icebreaking tanker system. As each system consists
of different links, it is best to refer to Figure 2a and then
to Table 2.
The vehicles described in Table 2 are pipelines of
forty-eight inches diameter with a maximum throughput of
2,000,000 barrels per day, conventional tankers of 250,000
displacement long tons with a free route speed of seventeen
knots, and a range of icebreaking tankers of 250,000
displacements with from 33,500 to 100,000 shaft horsepower
installed. The links consisting of conventional tankers and
pipelines are within the technical capability of industry.
The same may not be true of the icebreaking tanker. The speed
that a specially constructed tanker could maintain through the
Arctic icefields is unknown. The S.S. Manhattan leased from
Seatrain, Inc. by Humble Oil and Refining has tested the North-
west Passage. The analytical results of this voyage are not
available to the public. To circumvent this problem, a
range of shaft horsepowers from 33,500 to 100,000 and speeds
in ice from 6 to 24 knots have been investigated for
economic comparison. These are combinatorially compared to
the two pipeline systems for a total of 20 systems.
This estimate of required shaft horsepower corresponds
to one, two and three times the shaft horsepower
required for a conventional 250000 ton tanker capable of
17 knots in free passage.
~
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Table 2
Transportation System Components and Throughputs
Sub link Vehicle
Throughput
Trans-United
States
Prudhoe-Valdez
Valdez-Tokyo
Valdez-Seattle
Seattle-Chicago
Chicago-Philadelphia
Trans-Canada Prudhoe-Valdez
Prudhoe-Chicago
Valdez-Tokyo
Valdez-Seattle
Chicago-Philadelphia
Northwest Passage Prudhoe-Valdez
Prudhoe-Philadelphia
Valdez-Tokyo
Valdez-Seattle
Pipe
Tanker
Tanker
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Pipe
Tanker
Tanker
Pipe
Pipe
Icebreaking
Tanker
Tanker
Tanker
Philadelphia-Chicago Pipe
Total Alaskan
Output
Alaskan Exports
Total Domestic
Deficit
Mid-Continent and
East Coast Def-
icit
East Coast Deficit
West Coast Deficit
and Exports
Mid-Continent and
East Coast Def-
icit
Alaskan Exports
West Coast Deficit
East Coast Deficit
West Coast Deficit
and Exports
East Coast and Mid-
Continent Defi-
cit
Alaskan Exports
West Coast Deficit
Mid-Continent Deficit
------- · ·-- --Veh i al e' Thr U-·- ------- hb- rt
-- - i i --- ~---'- ~c-·-· ·-u"~'~ ' i---- i- 'Y' I ·-.·
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These three systems are studied for all of the possible
production schedules. The production schedule specifies the
transport capacity necessary at time through the development
of the field. Graphically speaking, Alaskan crude propagates
like a wave across the deficit regions of North America and
then recedes as the field is depleted. This is illustrated
through time in the data output of the year by year develop-
ment of the field. Since the production schedule is con-
trollable, the number of system sublinks is controllable.
By simulating a range of different production schedules,
the transportation system changes radically. Under a
very slow production schedule, all the transportation systems
collapse to the Trans-Alaskan pipeline and Valdez-Seattle
tanker route. Under a very rapid production schedule, the trans-
portation systems share only one common link: the Valdez-
Tokyo export route. Exports to western Europe were not
found to be as profitable as those to Japan.
2.3.1 Pipeline Transportation Costs
The pipeline costs are broken into acquisition costs
and operating costs. The acquisition costs for the major
pipeline links could be estimate from existing pipeline
construction data; but, it was decided that published
industry estimates would be used. References in the Wall
Street Journal and the Oil and Gas Journal have listed
industries' anticipated costs for the Trans-Alaska, Trans-
United States, Trans-Canadian, and Chicago-Philadelphia
pipelines.* Estimates of these costs are given in Table 4.
* Oil and Gas Journal, August 24, 1970, pp. 26,35.
Ibid., August 10, 1970, p. 67.
Wall Street Journal, August 14, 1970, p. 14.
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The model retains the pipeline costs as input variables so
that other estimates can be easily analyzed. The operating
cost for these lines is unknown, but can be estimated to
the required accuracy. Pumping power requirements were
calculated by the use of Miller's Formula shown in Equation 16.
...(16)BPD = 4.06 d2.5 p 0. 5 log(pd z/v 2 ) +108.8
z
Fuel Cost(t) = 0.012 p BPD
where d is the diameter in inches
p is the pressure drop per mile in psf
z is the specific gravity of Alaskan crude, 0,88
v is the kinematic viscosity in centipoise, 4,28cp
@ 1200 F
Fuel Cost(t) is the cost @ $2.00 per barrel and
80% efficiency and 0.5 lbs. fuel per horse-
power hour.
Maintenance costs were calculated from data compiled by
J.E. White of the Colonial Pipeline System.* The resulting
costs for the maintenance of Arctic pipeline sections was
increased 300% over conventional pipelines. Administration
and labor costs on the lines used published industry figures.
The resulting acquisition and operating cost less fuel cost
are shown in Table 3.
*Oil and Gas International, March 1969, p. 65.
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System Link Acquisition Cost Operating Cost
(billions) (millions)
Trans-Alaska 1.20 15.5
Trans-Canada 1.88 17.2
Trans-United States .55 11.0
Chicago-Philadelphia .21 4.2
Pipeline Acquisition and Operating Costs
Table 3
The ad valorem taxes of 1.5% for the United States and 2%
for Canada are included in the cost stream. The pipelines
are expensed in a straightline manner, according to federal
tax laws. The expensing period is 22 years for pipelines.
It is important to remember that all of these variables are
retained in input variable form. Anyone can use his own data.
2.3.2 Tanker Transportation Costs
The acquisition and maintenance costs for tankers could
not be obtained from public sources. The entire question of
tanker transportation is governed by federal regulation
under the Jones Act of 1920. This act states that cargo
carried from United States to United States port must be
carried in an American built ship manned by an American crew.
This act has massive import on the transportation system
because of the relative inefficiency of the American ship-
building and operating industries when compared to European
or Japanese builders and foreign operators. American flag
vessels cost nearly 220% more to construct and 130% more
to operate than their foreign equivalent. The Jones Act is
based on the same national security argument as the Man-
datory Oil Import Control Program. A strong building
industry is maintained to be vital to the country. To
offset the economic disadvantages of the Jones Act, American
built and operated vessels receive construction and operating
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differential subsidies when they compete with foreign ships
on a vital trade route. The Alaskan oil industry has already
suffered disadvantages brought about under this act.
Liquified natural gas shipments from the Kenai Peninsula to
Tokyo will be initiated because of the high costs of obtaining
and operating American flag LNG tankers to a trade route to
Los Angeles. The costs of national security are becoming
increasingly obvious. The acquisition costs of 250,000
ton conventional and icebreaking tankers is shown in Table 4.
Displacement Cargo Shaft Horse- Acquisition Operating
Type(250000 T.) Tonnage power(1000's) Cost (milr Cost (mil-l.. ...ns , $) lions, $)
Conventional 198,000 33,500 $46.8 $1.24
Ice Strengthened 183,000 33,500 56.7 1.77
Ice Breaking 182,000 67,000 61.9 1.82
Ice Breaking 181,000 102,000 66.9 2.09
Acquisition and Op'erating 'Co'st'' for T'ankers
Table 4
Fuel costs are calculated separately as speed is a
variable held independent of shaft horsepower. Cargo tonnage
is reduced by the one way fuel capacity required for the
voyage. The icebreaking tankers operate on a route with 1670
miles of ice coverage and 2450 miles of ice free passage.
Fuel cost is based on 0.6 lbs. per hp. hr. at $2.15 per
barrel. Insurance is assumed to be self furnished by the
tanker operators or held by their own bond - an interest
yielding deposit attachable by authorized claimants.
The cost estimatedfor acquisition of tankers were calculated
using the empirical relations in Size Determinates in Tank
Ships and Bulk Carriers by Rumble, a Rand Corporation report.
The operating cost were calculated using empirical relation-
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ships in "Nuclear Power and the Merchant Marine Crisis" by
Thamm in the Naval Engineers Journal of February, 1970.
The tankers are expensed over 25 years in a straightline
method, Tankers displaced by decreasing production in latter
years are assumed to be sold at their book value according
to depreciation.
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2. 4 Combined Transportation System Costs
The conventional costs for the pipeline-tanker
system is stored through the year by year development of the
field. The operating and acquisition costs are determined
by the throughput of each link as noted in Table 2. As an
example, the cost stream formula for the Trans-United States
pipeline system is simply the sum of the costs of its
sublinks. This identical type of data is maintained for the
Trans-Canadian and the Northwest Passage systems for the
full range of production schedules. This completely
specifies the transportation system costs.
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3.0 Comparison of the Cash Flow Streams for Alaskan Crude
By combining the revenue and cost streams due to each
production schedule-transportation system combination, the
cash flow time streams are generated. The relative profita-
bility of the different combinations is determined by com-
paring the discounted net cash flow for each combination.
This is based on present value analysis as shown in Equation
17.
k 1
Discounted Net Cash Flow =  1+ij (-C) . . .(17)
n= 1n
where k is the economic life of the reservoir
i is the discount rate
Rn is the revenue in year, n.
C is the cost in year, n.
The quantity R minus C is the cash flow time stream including
governmental taxation and financial leverage. By discounting
i.e. weighting, the elements of the cash flow time stream,
the difference between the value of immediate and future
earnings is incorporated. Immediate earnings or expenses
are weighted more than future earnings or expenses. This
accounts for the fact that immediate earnings are freed for
alternative investment. The steps for determining the dis-
counted net cash flows are discussed in subsequent sections,
but essentially it is the total flow to all North Slope operators,
considered as a unit, uncorrected for decreases in revenue to
these investors resulting from any displacement of their sales
of lower 48 or foreign crude by Alaskan oil. However, in
those years in which the Alaskan investments show negative
cash flows, the effects of these losses and the operators
total tax bills are included. That is, it is assumed that the
owners of North Slope oil have sufficient earnings elsewhere
during these years to allow write off of losses in these years.
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3.1 Calculation of the Cash Flow Time Stream
The cash flow for any year is the sum of the revenues
and the costs generated in that year. The costs are attri-
butable to the acquisition and to the operational equipment,
the payment of taxes, and the repayment of previously in-
curred debts. Once a transportation system-production
schedule is chosen the costs related to acquisition and to
operation of equipment and the revenue due to sales are
fixed. The primary variables still available to the de-
veloper concern the financial structure used for the in-
vestment. The financial variables are debt-equity structure
and the cost of borrowed capital. The relationship between
tax payment and debt repayment is of interest.
3.1.1 The Financial Variables
This is best explained by referring to Figure 3 where two
time streams are shown.
+
Cash
Flow
+
Cash
Flow
Stream "A" Stream "B"
Cash Flow Time Streams Due to Borrowing
Figure 3.
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These cash flows shown in Figure 3 are due to the same in-
vestment opportunity only the financial strategy is different.
The difference between the net cash flows, i.e. the integrals
of the cash flow streams over time, is due to the cost of
borrowed capital. The difference between the discounted net
cash flows, i.e. the integral of the weighted cash flow
streams, is due to the modified pattern of immediate
and future earnings as well as the cost of borrowed capital.
If the developer can borrow capital at less than his own
profits to investment ratio, the opportunity rate, he will
be able to generate financial leverage. The oil companies
have been able to maintain after tax opportunity rates of
15%*. This means that the oil companies earn $0.15 on the
average dollar invested. The opportunity rates for lenders
have averaged 83/4 to 10% in the first half of 1970. This
means that the developer can borrow a dollar, earn $0.15, and
yet only pay at most $0.10 for the use of the dollar. The
extra nickel is the product of leverage. The amount of leverage
which is possible depends on the potential profitability of
the investment. One might expect that no one would lend money
at less than the opportunity rate of the borrower. The pro-
tection against risk and the structure of lending explain the
difference. In financial markets, the price of money is held
constant while the amount available for loan is the variable.
This is the opposite of the commor situation. In addition,
the repayment of interest and borrowed capital are deductable
from taxable income. The developer needs to earn
only half as much on debt capital as on equity capital
to guarantee the same profit to share holder and bond holder.
Cabinet Task Force on Oil Import Quotas, unpublished papers
August 5, 1969 by Professor Phillip Areeda of Harvard University.
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The model retains debt-equity structure, bond interest rate,
and repayment schedule as input variables. Again, anyone
may choose his own values.
3.1.2. The Taxation of Alaskan Oil
The cost stream for tax treatment is dependent on federal
laws concerning expensing and deductions. The expensing
criteria have been discussed in Sections 2.2 for well re-
lated costs, 2.3 for transportation related costs, and
3.1.1 for financial costs. The deductions are made using
the percentage depletion formula. This allows the producer
to deduct 22% of the gross value of oil and gas produced,
subject to the limitation that the deduction shall not ex-
ceed 50% of the net income. The legal justification is
that income taxes are imposed on net income not the capital
assets that are consumed to produce it. The crude oil is
treated as a capital asset. This then determines the tax
in any given period, Equation 18,18a, 19.
Taxable Income (t) = (Revenue (t)-Sunk Cost (t)-Production
Tax Costs (t) -Transportation Tax Cost
(t) - Financial Cost (t) ...... .(18)
(.22 Revenue (t)
where Depletion (t) = minimum .5 Taxable Income (t) (18a)
Federal Tax (t) = 0.48 [Taxable Income (t) - Depletion (t)]. .(19)
If the taxable income is negative in any year, it is treated
as a tax loss on other assumed profitable investments, elsewhere.
-db.-
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This means that the government shares in losses as well as
in gains.
3.1.3 Period Net Cash Flows to the Investor
Combining all of the costs and the revenue gives the net
cash flow for the year of interest to the investor, Equation
20.
Net Cash Flow(t) = Revenue(t) - Sunk Cost(t) - Production
Cost(t) - Transportation Cost(t) - Federal Tax(t)
- Financial Cost(t) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (20)
If the net cash flow in a given year is negative then the
developer borrows money to pay his debts. If the net cash
flow is positive then the profits are dispensed to the
stockholders subject to future cash requirements. Notice
that if the developer must borrow again he is effectively
refinancing his loan. It is best to reverse the dependence
of these items on the production schedule transportation
system combination. This is done in Table 5.
Trans-
Production tation Combi-
Schedule System nation
Category Independent Dependent Dependent Dependent
Revenue(t) X
Sunk Cost(t) X
Production
Cost (t) X
Transportation
Cost (t) X
Federal Tax (t) X
Financial Cost (t) X
Production Schedule - Transportation System Dependence
Table 5
---
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This means that for each production schedule two sets
of pipeline transportation costs and sixteen sets of
icebreaking tanker transportation costs are kept. This
gives eighteen cash flow time streams that are main-
tained for each of twenty production schedules. This
gives complete but hardly concise economic information.
The question is how to analyze the different cash
flows.
3.2 The Discounted Net Cash Flow
From the previous sections the cash flows have been
completely determined. From Equation 17, the remaining
variable is the discount rate, i. It is at best ambiguous
to calculate the present value for particular interest
rate and then use this for the basis of development
decisions. The rate used should be the alternate oppor-
tunity rate of the investor. For the oil companies, this might
be 15%. For the average citizen, this might only be the
5% available through government securities. This is best
explained in Figure 4 where present value as a function of
discount rate is shown for two hypothetical alternatives.
Present
Value
Discount Rate
Discount Rate
Opportunity Rates
Figure 4
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The investor should use the discount rate corresponding
to his own alternate opportunity rate. If this oppor-
tunity rate is greater than x%, he should chose "A". If
less, he should choose "B". Similarly, the higher his
opportunity rate, the more he should borrow as the
weighting factor de-emphasizes future cash flows. The
model calculates the discounted net cash flow for a
range of discount rates. We have used 15% for this
specific application. Future users are free to pick
their own range.
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3.3 The Selection of a Development Strategy
The model generates a discounted cash flow for
each production schedule-transportation system combination.
For a particular production schedule there are three pri-
mary transportation systems: the Northwest Passage, the
Trans-Canadian, and the Trans United States. On the first
level of decision, the decision maker can choose the trans-
portation system that maximizes the discounted net cash
flow for a particular production schedule. For one schedule
this may be the Trans-United States pipeline system. For
another it may be the Northwest Passage using icebreaking
tankers with 100000 shaft horsepower capable of 6 knots
average speed through the ice pack. Remember, if the
investigator thinks that the tanker can have 67000 shaft-
hoursepower and make 6 knots so much the better. This
discounted net cash flow is also displayed in the output
of the model. On the second level, the decision maker
examines the resulting combinations of schedule and trans-
portation system and selects that combination which has
the maximum discounted net cash flow. This is the
development strategy that maximizes the after tax profits
to investors.
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4.0 Model Predictions for the Prudhoe Bay Reservoirs
In this section, the type of output which the model
generates is illustrated by exercising the program on a speci-
fic set of input parameters. Using the model, an optimal
strategy for this set of parameters and its sensitivity to
variations from that strategy are computed. The set of
input parameters used in this sample investigation are listed
in Table 6.
The resulting discounted cash flows at a discount
rate of 15% as a function of production schedule are shown in
Figure 5. The production schedules shown are based on an
end to development drilling in 1974 after which withdrawal
rate is held constant for periods of from zero to sixteen
years. The total yield of oil for each production schedule is
the same, 20 billion barrels. The transportation systems
shown are the Trans-United States and Trans-Canadian pipeline
nets with 48 inch diameter trunk lines and the Northwest
Passage icebreaking tanker system with 100000 shaft horse-
power tanker capable of six and twelve knots in ice res-
pectively. Profitability is calculated for market prices
ranging form $1.50 to $3.00 per barrel as was described in
Section 1.3. The graph may be interpreted by entering the
curves for a particular value of t2 on the abscissa. The
four values for each market price correspond to the after
tax profits due to a combination of the four transportation
systems with the particular production schedule implied by t2.
The local maximum from among these four values corresponds to the
most profitable choice transportation system for that particular
production schedule. By repeating this process for each of
the production schedules, the envelope of maxima corresponding
to the best transportation system for each production schedule
is obtained. Finally, the maximum of the envelope corresponds
Table 6
Input Parameters for Sample
Parameter
Geologic/Physical
Economic
Financial
Recoverable Reserves
Production Decline Rate
Initial Per Well Production
Exploratory Success Ratio
Development Success Ratio
Exploratory Well Capacity
Specific Gravity of Crude
Viscosity of Crude @ 120 0 F
Initial Field Production
Exploratory Costs
Development Completion Cost
Development Dry Hole Cost
Field Maintenance Cost
Trans-Canadian Pipeline Acq.
Op
Trans-U.S. Pipeline Acq.
Op.
Chicago-Philadelphia Acq.
Op.
Trans -Alaskan
Icebreaking Tanker
(100000 SHP)
Icebreaking Tanker
(67500)HP)
Acq.
Op.
Acq.
Op.
Acq.
Op.
Conventional Tanker Acq.
(33500 SHP)
Op.
Bend Interest Rate
Debt-Equity Ratio
Debt Repayment Schedule -
t>t 2
t<t 2
t<1970
1970<t<t 1
20 Billion Barrels
9% Per Year
10000 Barrels Per Day
25%
75%
240000 Barrels Per Day
0.84
4.28 cp.
1973 500000 Barrels Per Day
1968
1969
t<t1
t<ti
t>t
o
$44500000
$44500000
$1500000 Per Well
$1000000 Per Well
$0.12 Per Daily Barrel
$1.88 Billion
$17.2 Million
$ 0.55 Billion
$11.0 Million
$ 0.21 Billion
$ 4.2 Million
$1.2 Billion
$15.5 Million
$66.9 Million
$2.09 Million
$61.9 Million
$1.82 Million
$46.8 Million
$1.24 Million
10%
3 to 1
Annually
Lump sum @ 20 years
Interest
Principal
Type
Study
Year Value
i~~ -- _ i
_~_~
_ -··iz~-;-aar~_~.a, --- --i ---si·l·-C-l ~---~YBI-"~
Parameter YearType
Legal
Value
2000000 Barrels Per Day
Per 48 inch Line
12.5%
22%
70%
25 years
22 years
6 years
55%
20%
$900 000 000
$14000 000
Maximum Pipeline Throughput
Severance Tax
Royalty
Percentage Depletion
Intangible Percentage
Depreciation Life - Tankers
Pipelines
Wells
Construction Subsidy -Tankers
Operating Subsidy - Tankers
Lease Bonus Bids
Input parameters for which a range of values was studied:
Discount Rate
Icebreaking Tanker Speeds
Vessel Horsepower
o% to 60% by 5%
6 knots to 24 knots
by 6 knots
33500 SHP to 105000
SHP by 33500 SHP
$1.50 to $3.00 by $0.50
10000 to 2000000BPD
Market Price
Pumping Costs/mi.
Table 6 continued
1969
1967
L
_ __~_____ · ___ ~I_·_i · ·· '~··il·'·~ --Li ·~ ---- -~- -
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s)
6 knots
12 knots
s
4.8
4.6
4.2
4.0
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6
t 2 Variable , years 19
00
50
00
50
2.2
2.0
1.8
74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90
'~·c~ ~
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to the production schedule-transportation system combination
that maximizes the after tax profits to investors in the
Prudhoe Bay reservoirs. This combination is the optimal
strategy for the sample problems. By referring to Figure 5,
a specific example of the selection process can be made.
The first step is to eliminate those production schedule-
transportation system combinations which are impossible-or
at least so expensive to execute that they are outside the
range of the parameters used in the sample problem. This
identifies limitations on the ability to supply either trans-
portation or production capacity. The maximum withdrawal
rate possible for the field is 5.6 million barrels per day
in 1974 as calculated by Equation 7 in Section 1.4. This
would require 750 wells drilled between 1970 and 1974 with a
success ratio of 75%. This corresponds to approximately forty
active rigs in the Prudhoe Bay area. This is realizable.
Therefore, if a bottleneck exists, it is due to limitations
in the supply of tankers and pipelines. The restriction
on transport capacity are due to both physical and legal
causes. Tanker capacity is legally restricted to American
shipyard capacity by the Jones Act. This would limit
available tonnage to a maximum of 1000000 tons per year.
If the Jones Act were by-passed, tonnage would be limited
by the world shipyard capacity of 20 000 000 tons per year.
Most foreign yards are booked through 1973.* Since icebreaking
tankers are not interchangeable with conventional tankers,
existing tonnage could not bridge the gap without conversion;
but, yard space is not available due to new building require-
ments. Pipeline capacity could be legally limited by a
Large Tankers, by Fearnely and Egers Chartering Co. LTD
January 1970, pp. 12.
JL
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possible restriction of one crude and one natural gas trunk
line across Canada. The physical limitation on pipeline
construction is possibly near 2000 miles per year using
portable 48 inch pipemill as well as delivered pipe. These
transport capacity constraints are easily included in
the model. Entering the output of the model, it is easily
shown that no icebreaker tanker system is possible for t2
less than 1984. Similarly, if only one Trans-Canadian
line is allowed, no Trans-Canadian system is possible for
t2 less than 1980. Using Figure 5, we see that the Trans-
United States System is the preferred combination with
a production schedule described by t2equal to 1980. If
the legal restriction on Trans-Canadian lines is revised
the Trans-Canadian System coupled with a production schedule
described by t2 equal to 1974 is preferred. As there is
a strong possibility of this revision, the investor should
seek Canadian approval for the necessary capacity. A
change in Canadian policy is worth approximately $50 000 000
to the investor. This is the difference in profitability
between the two combinations. The Transportation system
requirements for the two strategies are shown in Table 7.
The ratio of tanker capacity to pipeline capacity is the
smallest for the Trans-Canadian system. The profitability
curves indicate that tanker intensive systems tend to be
favored for smaller reservoir sizes while pipeline systems
are favored for the larger. This has been confirmed by
running larger reservoir sizes during the development of
the model. The model clearly demonstrates that the Prudhoe
Bay fields should be developed regardless of whether or not a
future decline in the market price is expected.
Table 7
System Elements for the Economically Optimal and Legally Optimal
Transportation Systems
Transportation
System
Trans-Canada
(tl,t 2 )Pair
(74,74)
After Tax-Profit
at 15% Discount Rate
$3.37 Billion
Type of
Optimal Sublink
Economic Prudhoe-
Valdez
Prudhoe-
Chicago
Time History-No.of
Operating Units
1 pipeline from
1974 to 2000
2 pipelines from
1974 to 1980
1 pipeline from 1980
to 2000
Chicago- 1 pipeline from
Phila. 1974 to 1980
Valdez-
Seattle 6 tankers from 1974
to 1984
7 tankers from 1984
Valdez-
Japan
to 1990 decreasing
to 3 tankers in 2000
24 tankers in 1975
12 tankers in 1976
Trans-United
States
(74,80) $3.21 Billion Legal Prudhoe- 2 pipelines from 1974
Valdez to 1987
Valdez-
Tokyo
Valdez-
Seattle
1 pipeline from 1987 to
2000
1 tanker in 1974
12 tankers in 1974
21 tankers from 1975
to 1980 decreasing to
3 tankers in 2000
Seattle- 1 pipeline in 1974
Chicago 2 pipelines from 1975
to 1982
1 pipeline until 1990
Chicago- 1 pipeline from 1974
Phila. to 1982
-- I-"------ '~- ?- - - -1~ - - - -'- -- --- -'
- -- ---~ - -- -- I~ ~ -~_-YL i~-l _iL _i-L C- i ·~-
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Figure 6 shows the percentage of domestic consumption
supplied by lower 48 and Alaskan oil under the four market
prices as a function of time. This indicates that relatively
high percentages of domestic demand can be maintained with
market prices substantially below the current price of $3.00
per barrel. The investor can apply his own judgment of what
government actions might transpire. Assuming that the same
information is available to government, import restrictions
could quite easily change.
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4.1 General Conclusions Concerning the Alaskan Oil Fields
Generalizing from the sample investigations and
others prepared during the development of the model, the
following conclusions are tenable.
1. The Alaskan oil fields will be extremely profitable
under any reasonable set of assumptions.
2. Alaskan production should reach a maximum as soon as
possible with throughput to Japan until Trans-con-
tinental links are available.
3. The transportation system selection is most strongly
influenced by the size of the reservoir where pipeline
systems favor large fields and tanker systems favor
small fields.
4. Even if the Jones Act of 1920 were not in effect, the
constraint on the delivery of shipping tonnage would
not make the Northwest Passage system economically
competitive with the large pipeline nets.
5. Even if shipyard capacity was available to meet the
transportation requirements of the most profitable
Northwest Passage system, icebreaking tankers of
100000 SHP capable of 10 knots in ice or of 67000
SHP capable of 8 knots in ice would be necessary
to be profitable as the best pipeline.
6. Alaskan crude will offer considerable competition
to Persian Gulf crude on the Japanese market during
the middle seventies.
7. The transportation system-production schedule choice
is only weakly influenced by the cost of capital and
the cost of drilling.
8. Domestic United States crude unprofitable at a delivered
price of $2.00 will be forced off the North American
market during 1974 to 1976.
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9. Industry development of the Prudhoe Bay reservoirs
should proceed independently of any future change
in North American crude oil prices.
As has been shown, the after-tax profits due to in-
vestment in the Prudhoe Bay reservoirs are quite large under
any investment strategy. This computer model offers a
methodical, rational vehicle for analyzing the many parameters
of the problem. The flexibility and generality of the model
allow any representative of industry or government to
evaluate his own set of legal, economic, financial, and
geologic variables. It is hoped that this approach and
its potential application to other petroleum regions will
aid in the rational allocation of resources.
4.2 Access to the Computer Model for Petroleum Development
Strategies
This model has been developed from the general funds
of the Department of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
at M.I.T. The model is proprietary to that department and
its representatives. The author is prepared to operate
the model for future uses according to department policy.
It is felt that this will aid in the meaningful application
and interpretation of the model results. Access to the model
may be attained by contacting the author at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
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